Abstract. Solving the Dark Matter enigma represents one of the key objectives of contemporary physics. Recent astrophysical and cosmological measurements have unambiguously demonstrated that ordinary matter contributes to less than 5% of the energy budget of our Universe, and that the nature of the remaining 95% is unknown. Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs) represent the best motivated candidate to fill the Dark Matter gap, and direct detection Dark Matter experiments have recently reached sensitivities allowing them to sample a first part of supersymmetric models compatible with accelerator constraints.
Abstract. Solving the Dark Matter enigma represents one of the key objectives of contemporary physics. Recent astrophysical and cosmological measurements have unambiguously demonstrated that ordinary matter contributes to less than 5% of the energy budget of our Universe, and that the nature of the remaining 95% is unknown. Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs) represent the best motivated candidate to fill the Dark Matter gap, and direct detection Dark Matter experiments have recently reached sensitivities allowing them to sample a first part of supersymmetric models compatible with accelerator constraints.
Three cryogenic experiments currently provide the best sensitivity, by nearly one order of magnitude, to WIMP interactions. With systematic uncertainties far less severe than other present techniques, the next generation of cryogenic experiments promises two orders of magnitude increase in sensitivity over the next few years. The present results, perspectives and experimental strategies of the main direct detection experiments are presented. Challenges met by future ton-scale cryogenic experiments in deep underground sites, aiming at testing most of the SUSY parameter space, are critically discussed.
The Dark Matter enigma was first formulated by Fritz Zwicky [1] in the early thirties. From observations of the velocity dispersion of eight galaxies in the Coma cluster, Zwicky found that the velocities of these galaxies were far too large to allow them to remain trapped in the cluster's gravitational well. Converting the observed velocity dispersion in terms of mass deficit, Zwicky concluded that visible stars only contribute 0.5% of the total mass present in the Coma cluster. Today, although the reevaluations of the distance scale and the Hubble parameter lead to a revised estimate of the missing mass factor, Zwicky's observations appear as one of the most astonishing and profound insights of modern physics.
Motivations for non-baryonic Dark Matter
Determining the precise nature of Dark Matter is one of the main open questions of contemporary physics. Its resolution will probably entail a major Copernician revolution since baryonic matter, which is constituting our environment, represents only a small fraction of the total energy content in the Universe. But despite impressive experimental progress and effort over the last ten years [2, 3, 4] , the precise nature of this Dark Matter has not yet been uncovered.
Searching for baryonic Dark Matter
Over the last few years, several candidates have been proposed to solve the Dark Matter enigma. These include anomalous gravity [5] , Massive Compact Halo Objects (MACHOs) [6, 7] , massive neutrinos [8] , axions [9] and atomic hydrogen [10] . The observation in 1998 of an accelerating universe [11, 12] has created a considerable surprise, leading to a new incarnation of the concept of ether, called quintessence [13] . With this variety of candidates, it would seem presumptuous to believe that the solution is close at hand. Still, the precision in the determination of the cosmological parameters has recently dramatically increased. In particular, the value of the Hubble expansion parameter appears now fixed at a value of h 0 ∼ 71±4 km/s/Mpc [14] . Also, the non-zero cosmological constant term has considerably reduced the age problem of the universe, now estimated to be ≈ 13.7 ± 0.2 Gyr [14] . 11 Solar masses inside 50 kpc), from all LMC and SMC EROS data. The thick line is the combined limit from all EROS sub-experiments. The dotted line indicates the high mass limit of the MACHO experiment, while the enclosed region, marked by an arrow, represents the signal reported by the MACHO experiment, and excluded by EROS. For MACHOs with mass between 10 −6 and 3 solar masses, the EROS result shows that the MACHO contribution to the galactic halo is less than 10% (after Ref. [16] )
An impressive amount of data has been collected by studying the rotation curves of galaxies which, apart from a few exotic galaxies, always seem to require halos extending much beyond the extent of luminous matter. Already at this galactic scale, typically more than 80 % of the matter is dark and, despite extensive efforts, no conventional counterpart has yet been found. For example, after the initial excitement created by the observation of a small set of compact halo objects, detected by their microlensing effects on very large samples of stars [6, 7] , more precise measurements [15, 16, 17] over a period of nearly ten years have revealed that these MACHOs represented less than ∼15% of a standard halo composed of objects with a mass between 2 ×10 −7
M sol and 1 M sol at the 95% C.L.
The present experimental situation of the MACHO searches is summarized in Fig. 1 where the limits reached by the EROS microlensing search [16, 17] , monitoring ∼ 55 million stars in the Small and Large Magellanic clouds, are now excluding most of the mass range of MACHOs. Similarly, observations of the Hubble Deep Field Space Telescope were initially interpreted to demonstrate that white dwarf stars, of low luminosity and intermediate mass, could represent as much as 50 % of the galactic Dark Matter [18] . More recent data, on the other hand, indicated that this proportion is in fact ≤ 5% [19] . Therefore, at present, no conventional candidate has been found that could explain the Galactic Dark Matter rotation curves.
Cosmological constraints
The Dark Matter problem is even more glaring at large scales where the proper motions of galaxies in clusters, the study of velocity fields, the Xray emission temperature in clusters, the lensing methods and the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) measurements all converge to indicate that the matter content at the supercluster scale:
is of the order of 0.3 when expressed in terms of the critical density ρ c :
where H 0 is the Hubble parameter, G is the gravitational constant and h = H 0 /100km/Mpc/s is the reduced Hubble parameter.
The considerable Dark Matter densities observed at very large scales appear to imply that a large part of this hidden matter must be non-baryonic. This statement is based on the success of homogeneous nucleosynthesis [20] and its ability to predict the light element abundances, and notably that of helium and deuterium.
Today, the baryonic content density, expressed in terms of a fraction of the critical density, has narrowed to [21, 22] :
with an uncertainty on the Hubble parameter H 0 ≈ 71 km/s/Mpc is now of the order of 5%.
Therefore, we are led to accept that, on the one hand, a significant part of the baryons are hidden and, secondly, that as much as 85 % of the matter content of the Universe is made of non-baryonic matter. The requirement of a large non-baryonic dark matter component appears also substantiated by the CMB data analysis. After initial measurements at large angular scale by the COBE satellite [23] , the BOOMERANG [24] , MAXIMA [25] , DASI [26] , ARCHEOPS [27] and CBI [28] balloon and ground-based experiments have constrained the total cosmological density to be within ∼ 3% of the critical density. More recently, the WMAP satellite experiment [29] together with the SDSS and 2dF surveys [14] have further reduced the uncertainty on these cosmological parameters.
The combined analysis of the WMAP, SDSS and 2dF data ( Fig. 2 ) strongly favors a flat universe with a non-zero value of cosmological constant, with preferred values Ω m ≈ 0. 28 , Ω Λ ≈ 0.72 Fig. 2 . Observational constraints on the matter density Ωmatter and on the cosmological constant density ΩΛ (95% C.L.). Shaded dark grey region is ruled out by the Cosmological Microwave Background (CMB) WMAP satellite experiment alone. Shaded light grey region is ruled out when adding the structure constraints imposed by the Sloane Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) information. The next two regions are ruled out when adding the constraints from the reionization optical depth τ < 0.3 and when including the constraints from SN-Ia supernovae, respectively. The allowed (white) region is centered on Ωmatter ∼ 0. On the other hand, the recent apparition in the cosmological landscape of a non-zero cosmological constant or some other "quintessential" component has brought some uneasiness to the emerging Λ-CDM Standard Model: our Universe appears to be a strange mixture of 2/3 of some cosmological repulsive component, 1/3 of matter, with only a few percent of ordinary (baryonic) matter: 95% of the universe content is unknown, while the minority matter component is composed at nearly 85% of a weakly interacting component.
It seemed initially [30, 31] that massive neutrinos could fill the Dark Matter gap. But although we have now good evidence that neutrinos are indeed massive, the sensitivity reached by present searches excludes that neutrinos can play this role: experimental constraints impose that they contribute at most a few percent to the missing mass. Generically predicted by supersymmetric (SUSY) theories, Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs) are therefore presently considered as the best motivated candidate to solve the missing matter enigma.
Overall, the so-called Λ-CDM "concordance" model, with a small admixture of neutrinos, reproduces nicely the available data, with a few important points on galactic central density profiles and satellite galaxies still being discussed. In addition, for the first time, direct and indirect detection experiments are beginning to test regions of supersymmetric model parameter space compatible with cosmological and accelerator constraints.
Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs)

Phenomenology
In particle physics, heavy neutrinos and supersymmetric relic particles represent two rather natural candidates for non-baryonic Cold Dark Matter. In fact, as noted previously and as shown by initial semiconductor experiments [30, 31] , most, if not all, of the mass range of Dirac neutrinos is already excluded experimentally. Today, the most popular candidates are given by supersymmetric particles for two main reasons.
First, for models incorporating the conservation of a R-parity quantum number, it is natural to expect that the lightest supersymmetric particle will be stable. This supersymmetric particle, or sparticle, is often supposed to be the neutralino, which is its own antiparticle and a linear combination of the photino (supersymmetric partner of the photon), the zino (partner of the Z 0 weak boson), the Higgsinos, and of axinos (partners of the axion, if it exists).
Secondly, it is a fascinating coincidence that, for a relatively large mass range, the cross-sections requested to produce a dark matter density Ω m ∼ 0.3 are characteristic of electroweak interactions. In this sense, particle physics provides a natural explanation for the Cold Dark Matter problem. On the other hand, the constraints on the mass of supersymmetric particles are only phenomenological, and the LEP accelerator data only impose a lower bound on SUSY particle masses of ≈ 35 GeV under the MSSM hypothesis.
The phenomenology of WIMPs and in particular of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) models has been described by a number of authors [32] , with a rather considerable uncertainty in the predicted event rates since more than 100 parameters remain to be fixed to determine a specific SUSY model. Scalar and axial terms can be a priori considered for WIMP coupling to ordinary matter. Scalar terms lead typically to an approximate A 2 dependence of the cross-section with the number of nucleons A, and are therefore usually predominant compared to axial couplings, which depend on the spin of the target nucleus.
Interactions rates range from a few events/kg/day for the most optimistic models, down to about 10 −7 event/kg/day. Models favored by particle theorists typically provide event rates of a few 10 −3 event/kg/day or below. Exploring a significant part of SUSY models will therefore require an increase in sensitivity by at least four orders of magnitude. Direct and copious production of SUSY particles, on the other hand, is expected to be observed at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) around the year 2008, but dark matter direct detection experiments are complementary since they can test the existence of stable weakly interacting supersymmetric particles, a priori undetectable in an accelerator experiment.
It might seem that the existence of a cosmological constant term contributing typically 2/3 of the total energy content of the universe would further increase the difficulty for experimentalists to detect dark matter particles. Surprisingly, the Ω Λ term usually results in an increase in the number of interactions with ordinary matter. This is due to the fact that a cosmological term will have no significant contribution to the local Dark Matter density inferred from local measurements to be ∼ 0.3-0.5 GeV/cm 3 . On the other hand, a lower dark matter density at decoupling requires a higher annihilation cross-section and, rather generally, a higher interaction cross-section.
We also expect that these remnant particles will be trapped in the Galactic gravitational potential well. Since these particles, unlike ordinary matter, can hardly dissipate their kinetic energy, their halo is usually considered to be grossly spherical and non rotating (although Sikivie has argued that infalling Dark Matter might result in strong inhomogeneities or even caustics [33] ). This halo would then extend to much larger distances than the dissipating ordinary matter and explain the rotation curves observed in galaxies. The standard parameters used to describe the WIMP halo include its local density in the 0.3 − 0.5 GeV/cm 3 range, an assumption of a Maxwellian velocity distribution with r.m.s. velocity v rms ≈ 270 km · s −1 and a WIMP escape velocity from the halo v esc ≈ 650 km · s −1 . Using this picture of a WIMP halo, and following the seminal paper by Drukier and Stodolsky [34] on coherent neutrino interactions, Goodman and Witten [35] proposed the method of WIMP direct detection involving elastic collisions of a WIMP on a nucleus, schematically represented on Fig. 3 . Fig. 3 . Schematic principle of a WIMP direct detection experiment. A WIMP scattering induces a low energy (a few keV to a few tens of keV) nuclear recoil, which can be subsequently detected by the phonon, charge or light signals produced in the target material.
Except at high WIMP masses, where the momentum transfer requires to take into account more precisely the form factor of the nucleus, the interaction is coherent over the whole nucleus and the average energy in the collision can be approximated by the expression [36] :
where A is the atomic number of the target nucleus. It can readily be seen that for a target mass m A = m X , this energy is approximately 0.4 × A keV, giving typical energy transfers in the few keV to a few tens of keV range for SUSY particles with mass compatible with the constraints issued from the LEP experiments.
Experimental signatures
With the previous characteristics of the WIMP halo particles, the exponentially decreasing shape of the WIMP recoil energy spectrum is anything but distinctive from the radioactive background, whose energy distribution is usually also raising at low energies. For obvious kinematical arguments, however, WIMPs give detectable recoils almost exclusively on nuclear recoils, as opposed to the radioactivity, which involves mostly electron recoils at low energies. Therefore, several methods have been devised to distinguish as efficiently as possible nuclear from electron recoils. When this discrimination is achieved, the main remaining backgrounds are due to neutrons and heavy nuclear recoils associated with radon surface contamination.
In addition, two other signatures may be used. Firstly, in the hypothesis of a non-rotating spherical halo, the interaction rate is expected to be modulated by the variation in relative velocity between the galactic halo and the Earth in its trajectory around the Sun [37] . The velocity of the Earth through the Galaxy can be represented by the following expression:
where v orb ≈ 30 km s −1 is the Earth's orbital velocity around the Sun, the angle γ ≈ 60 o is the inclination of the Earth orbital plane with respect to the galactic plane, ω ≈ 2π/365 radian/day, and the phase is given by t 0 = June 2 nd . Secondly, a detector sensitive to the recoil direction would be able to measure its diurnal modulation due to the Earth rotation on its axis [38] . However, at the very low energies involved in the WIMP interactions, this represents an ambitious objective, which has yet to be realized.
Once a WIMP signal will have been observed in a first detector type, the interaction rates on different target materials (e.g. Ge, Si, Xe, W, Bi...) should be compared to test the consistency of the WIMP hypothesis, and establish the scalar, vector or axial coupling of their interactions with ordinary matter.
A different experimental identification is provided by the indirect detection techniques, which use the fact that WIMPs are expected to accumulate at the center of the Earth, of the Sun or at the galactic center [39, 40, 41] . The WIMPs may then annihilate in sufficient quantities for the high energy neutrino component produced in the disintegrations to be detectable at the surface of the Earth and identified through their directional signature.
In the following, we will review the direct detection experiments according to their radioactive background identification capabilities (nuclear versus electron recoils) and discuss the specific features of cryogenic Dark Matter experiments.
3
WIMP direct detection: initial results and the DAMA candidate For WIMPs virialized in our galaxy, typical recoil energies range from a few keV to a few tens of keV, and interaction cross-sections range from a few 10
to less than 10 −11 picobarn. Initial direct detection experiments were unable to reach such small cross-sections and used detectors mainly dedicated to other purposes, e.g. double-beta decay search, using conventional germanium detectors [30, 31, 42] .
The main significant achievement of these experiments, using a set of ultrapure isotopically enriched 76 Ge crystals, was the experimental demonstration that massive Dirac neutrinos could not be the solution to Dark Matter over essentially all the cosmologically relevant mass interval [30, 31, 42] .
Further improvements in the sensitivity of these experiments were mostly due to the passive reduction of internal 68 Ge cosmogenic activation by deepunderground storage [43] . Attempts to use an anti-Compton strategy resulted in the dedicated Heidelberg Dark Matter Search (HDMS), using a well-type germanium detector protecting a smaller 200 g germanium inner detector [44] . Although efficient at MeV energy, this technique resulted in only a factor two gain at the lowest energies (a few keV) relevant for WIMP searches and is not yet competitive at larger WIMP mass with the previous result of the Heidelberg-Moscow experiment. The International Germanium Experiment (IGEX) [45] is reaching a better sensitivity over most of the WIMP mass range but remains above the sensitivity level required to test the first SUSY models.
Sodium iodide NaI scintillating crystals [46, 47, 48] , with larger target mass but much lesser energy resolutions, have also been used, notably by the DAMA, the UKDMC and the Saclay groups, to reach sensitivities of the order of 10 −5 picobarn. Despite the NaI inefficient discrimination at low energies, where the number of collected photons is small (<∼ 6 per keV of electron recoil) and the scintillation time constants for electron and nuclear recoils are less separated, the DAMA experiment, using a total mass of ∼ 100 kg of high purity NaI crystals, reported in 1998 a first indication of an annual modulation [49] using a data set of ∼12.5 kg × year, recorded over a fraction of a year. Apart from the ELEGANT-V experiment [50] , which is using NaI scintillators of total mass 730 kg as a veto for a double-beta decay experiment, the DAMA group has recently started operating the largest mass NaI detector for WIMP search using a new 250 kg NaI setup, LIBRA. Compared to ELEGANT-V, DAMA is using NaI crystals with a lower radioactive background, with differential rates at low energies of ∼ 1-2 events/kg/keV/day down to an energy of 2 keV electron equivalent (e.e.), corresponding to ∼ 25 keV recoil energy on iodine.
3.1
The DAMA annual modulation candidate
In 2000, the DAMA group published an analysis involving a 160 kg × year data sample recorded over three full annual cycles [51] . Recently, the group has published the analysis of three additional annual cycles [52] and the DAMA observation now presents a 6.2σ statistical significance, with both phase and amplitude consistent over a period of more than six years with a WIMP signature, using a 107 800 kg × day total data sample ( Fig. 4) . Assuming standard halo parameters [53] and interpreted in terms of a WIMP candidate, the annual modulation would correspond to a WIMP mass ∼ (52 ± 10) GeV and WIMP-nucleon cross-section ∼ (7 ± 1)10 −6 picobarn. EDELWEISS [54, 55, 56] , in three data takings with a total exposure of 30 kg × day was the first experiment testing and excluding a first sample of supersymmetric models. Under the assumption of spin-independent interactions, this experiment also excluded the whole DAMA region compatible with accelerator constraints without background subtraction. The DAMA group has contested this contradiction, invoking the uncertainty in the WIMP halo parameters. But Copi and Krauss [57] have shown that, for spin-independent couplings, the contradiction remains model-independent when the relative sensitivity of both experiments is considered, unless unconventional couplings are used.
There remained the possibility that a mixture of spin-dependent and spinindependent couplings could be used to reconcile the conflicting experimental results. But Kurylov and Kamionkowski [58] and Savage et al. [59] have shown that it appears impossible to reconcile the DAMA result with other negative results for all WIMP mass > 18 GeV.
The ZEPLIN experiment [60] has used a background discrimination based on the different scintillation time constants for nuclear and electron recoils. In a 290kg × day data sample using a 4.5 kg liquid cell, ZEPLIN announces a maximum sensitivity of 1.1 × 10 −6 picobarn. However, the electronic background rate at low energies is 50 times higher than the CDMS or EDEL-WEISS γ-ray background rate and the claimed sensitivity requires a background subtraction at low energies by a factor > 1000, in a region where the nuclear/electron recoil discrimination is only statistical. Also, the energy resolution is much poorer than that of the cryogenic detectors: at 40 keV nuclear recoil energy (∼ 6.5 keV electron equivalent), the energy resolution is > 100%, which makes it impossible to deconvolve the electron and nuclear recoil contributions. Additionally, no reliable calibrations of quenching factor and scintillation time constants exist for nuclear recoils below ∼ 40 keV recoil energy, and there is a considerable discrepancy (a factor ∼ 3) between the quenching factor measurements realized by the DAMA and by the ZEPLIN groups. These two parameters must be determined with precision before the present ZEPLIN sensitivity can be considered as established. Fig. 5 shows the constraints of the present most sensitive experiments, assuming standard halo parameters, together with the three sigma contour reported by the DAMA experiment. 
Cryogenic detectors: motivations
Over the last ten years, cryogenic detectors for dark matter detection have been developed by several groups [62, 63, 64, 65, 66] . Their development was motivated by the fact that, at very low temperatures, the heat capacity approximately follows a Debye law with a T 3 dependence and it becomes possible to consider real calorimetric measurements down to very small energy deposition. Energy thresholds below 1 keV of recoil energy have already been achieved [64, 67] . Indeed, at a temperature of 10 mK, a 1 keV energy deposited in a 100 g detector results in a typical temperature increase of about 1 µK, which can be measured using conventional electronics.
In addition, the energy cost of an elementary phonon excitation is much lower (< 1 meV) than that of classical detectors such as semiconductors or scintillators. Therefore, cryogenic detectors offer the possibility of unprecedented sensitivities and energy resolutions. The fundamental resolution of these detectors can be approximated by the thermodynamic fluctuations in the energy of the detector :
where k B is the Boltzmann constant, C is the heat capacity of the detector, and T is the temperature. This resolution lies in the tens of electron-volt range for a 100 g detector at a temperature of 20 mK. As an explicit example, the 240 g sapphire detectors of the CRESST-I experiment, using tungsten transition edge sensors (TES) sensors, have been operated at a temperature of ∼ 10 mK and displayed an energy threshold of 580 eV (99% efficiency) (Fig.6 ).
Calorimetric measurements are realized in two rather different phonon collection modes. Although the high energy phonons produced in a particle interaction are rapidly degraded, they benefit from relatively long lifetimes for individual phonon energies of the order of 10 −4 eV (about 1 kelvin). These phonons can be detected in the nearly thermal mode [68, 62, 63, 67, 70, 71, 72, 73] , or when they are still out of equilibrium [64, 74, 75, 76] , with sub-keV energy resolutions at low energies in both cases.
But the most important impact of cryogenic detectors for Dark Matter search has been related to the background discrimination performances and the information redundancy obtained by these detectors, with real event-byevent identification capabilities between electron recoils, associated with the gamma, beta and alpha radioactive background, and nuclear recoils, observed in neutron and WIMP interactions. Table 1 summarizes the main characteristics of some of the main cryogenic WIMP direct detection experiments.
Charge-phonon detectors
Charge-phonon detectors provide a first discrimination method between electron recoils and nuclear recoils based on their different ionization efficiency, Table 1 . Main cryogenic WIMP direct detection experiments together with their main characteristics. The first group of experiments use background discrimination, either through simultaneous measurement of phonon and light, or of phonon and charge or quenching factor. This quenching factor is measured experimentally using neutron sources and tagged neutron beams The energy dependence of this parameter is predicted theoretically by phenomenological models, such as the Lindhard model [77] . Germanium detectors, with a gap energy at low temperatures of ∼ 0.7 eV, require in average ∼ 2.9 eV of deposited electron energy to produce an electron-hole pair. For nuclear recoils, the ionization efficiency is typically a factor 3 lower than for electron recoils and depends on the deposited energy (Fig. 7) . Using cooled Field-Effect Transistors (FETs) and SQUID (the acronym of Superconducting Quantum Interference Device) electronics, these detectors present efficient discrimination performances down to recoil energies of ∼ 10 keV. Following initial developments on small Si detectors [78] , which demonstrated the charge-phonon discrimination, two experiments, CDMS [62, 79] and EDELWEISS [63, 80] have implemented this technique in Dark Matter experiments. They provide presently the best sensitivity to WIMP interactions [82, 55] . Two important classes of detectors can be defined: detectors with low-impedance transition edge phonon sensors (TES), sensitive to energetic out-of-equilibrium phonons, and detectors measuring the phonon signal in the thermal regime, with high-impedance sensors, either Neutron Transmuted Doped (NTD) or thin films sensors in the Metal-Insulator Transition (MIT).
Charge-phonon detectors with MIT sensors
Germanium charge-phonon detectors using NTDs as thermal sensors have been developed by the Berkeley group [62] in the CDMS experiment, and in the EDELWEISS experiment [63, 80, 83] . With respective mass of 60 and 70 grams, these prototype detectors presented excellent energy resolutions (∼ 1 keV FWHM on both charge and phonon channels) and > 99 % discrimination capabilities between gamma-ray background and nuclear recoils when using neutron calibration sources (usually Am/Be or 252 Cf). However, the first low-background data takings in the shallow SUF site and in the Frejus underground laboratory, under the Alps, revealed within 
Solving the problem of surface events
The problem raised by surface interactions can be understood with the help of a simple model. A particle interaction generates hot electron-hole pairs, which degrade rapidly their energy, forming a plasma of limited extension (a small fraction of 1 mm). The plasma screens the external electric field, used to collect electrons towards one electrode while holes drift towards the opposite electrode. Ramo's theorem [85] shows that, to a first and usually excellent approximation, the charge signal is proportional to the integral of charge drift lengths for all carriers. If the charge carriers are trapped by the wrong electrode, their contribution to the charge signal is then lost.
More precisely, the plasma screening the external collecting field is rapidly evaporated by removal of the charge carriers on the plasma outskirts, where the external field can still be partially felt. However, during this evaporation time, electron and holes suffer a random diffusion walk in the crystal. For interactions occurring within a few tens of microns from the surface, this diffusion process may bring them within reach of the metallic electrode, which will then trap charge carriers that should otherwise have drifted towards the opposite electrode.
At the low electric fields used to collect charges in a cryogenic detector (a few volts), the charge signal for a surface event is then typically 50 % of the full collection signal since ∼ 50 % of the carriers will drift and be captured by the wrong electrode. Although at energies of a few tens of keV these surface events can be efficiently separated from nuclear recoils, they become dangerously close to the signal region below ∼ 10 keV electron-equivalent, where a large fraction of WIMP interactions are expected.
Surface events also represent at low energies a well-known problem for classical germanium detectors [86] , operated at liquid nitrogen temperatures. A technique to alleviate the problem of incomplete collection was proposed by the LBL group [87, 88, 89, 90] . Thin amorphous silicon or germanium films are sputtered on the detector surface before the deposition of metal electrodes. These amorphous films are partially conducting (∼ 1 GΩ per square) and lead to a more efficient charge collection, possibly due to the modified bandgap of the amorphous layer, which can then act as a repulsive barrier for the charge carriers [89] .
Attempts have also been made to increase the collecting electric field, to reduce the initial diffusion time of charge carriers when shielded by the plasma. However, it seems difficult to use collection voltages much beyond ∼ 10 V since the Neganov-Luke [91, 92] effect will then hide the initial phonon signal in the extra Joule heating generated by the dissipation induced by the charge drift. For high collection voltages, the phonon signal will only duplicate the charge signal information and the charge-phonon discrimination method can no longer be used.
Charge-phonon detectors with TES sensors
The Stanford group [74, 75, 76] has developed in the CDMS experiment a particularly elegant and integrated method using superconducting aluminum traps [93] , which collect phonons with individual energies exceeding the aluminum 1K gap (∼ 10 −4 eV) (Fig. 9) . The quasiparticles created in the aluminum films are then partially transferred to thin (1µ) tungsten sensor lines maintained by electrothermal feedback [94] in the normal-superconductor transition at a relatively comfortable temperature of ∼ 70 mK, adjusted by 56 Fe implantation. The aluminum 1K gap allows these detectors to be fairly insensitive to thermal phonons, and therefore to base temperature fluctuations and microphonics. In addition, the fast response of transition edge sensors, associated with a SQUID-array readout [95] , provides a timing of the phonon signal at the few microsecond level.
Using TES sensors imposes a severe constraint on the total mass of the TES tungsten sensors due to their large heat capacity in the normal state or close to the transition. Superconducting Al fins are then used to increase the phonon collection area, thereby reducing the phonon collection time, using Fig. 9 . Photograph of a Z-sensitive ionisation-phonon (ZIP) detector of the CDMS experiment in its mount. The photolithographically-fabricated thin film on the surface is the phonon sensor, trapping non-equilibrium phonons in Al fins. The aluminum film is coupled to tungsten sensors in the superconductor-normal transition. Silicon and germanium ZIPs, weighing 100 g and 250 g respectively, have been operated in the Stanford shallow undergound laboratory and are presently operated in the Soudan (Minnesota) underground laboratory the phonon down-conversion and trapping technique proposed and developed by Booth [93] . Propagation properties of trapped phonons require to use small size Al fins (380 µm × 50 µm) coupled to a large number of 1 µm wide TES elements, implying a hierarchical structure. The design at a 1 µm precision allows a reduction of the tungsten heat capacity but requires a challenging degree of the crystal flatness after etching.
This design can be compared to that used in the CRESST experiment, where a single TES sensor, representing a small window to capture the phonon signal, induces a larger collection time. While the design of the CRESST detectors appears to lead to a better energy resolution of the phonon channel at high energies than the ZIP detectors, it does not allow position reconstruction.
These ZIP (Z-sensitive ionization-phonon) detectors benefit in their present design from four quadrant phonon sensors (Fig. 9) . The signal amplitude repartition in these sensors is then used to obtain a millimeter position resolution of the interaction, making these detectors also interesting for real-time solar neutrino detection. The four sensors help reducing the position dependence of the phonon signal amplitude and significantly improve the energy resolution at low energies. In the 5-20 keV recoil energy interval, sub-keV resolutions are obtained on both charge and phonon channels.
In addition, these fast phonon detectors allow the identification of surface events by the relative timing between the phonon and the ionization measurements [79, 96, 82] . The reason for this behavior is as yet unexplained but could be possibly attributed to an anisotropic emission of ballistic phonons in the Luke process, or to the non-linear response of a phonon sensor when one of its elements becomes saturated by the energy deposited locally by a surface event. Pragmatically, phonon sensor risetime cuts of > 12 µs for Ge and > 6 µs for Si provide an almost pure recoil population, at the expense of an energy-dependent fiducial cut efficiency for nuclear recoil events varying from 10-15 % at 10 keV to 40-45 % at 20 keV, and saturating at 50 % above 80 keV recoil energy.
The CDMS-I experiment, at the Stanford Underground Facility (SUF), has demonstrated the discriminating properties of these ZIP detectors in a data taking of several months [81] . A tower comprising four 250 gram Ge and two 100 gram ZIPs was used in this experiment. Although limited in the shallow Stanford site by the fast neutron background induced by deep-inelastic scattering of muons in the surrounding rock, these detectors benefited from their very low energy threshold (down to ∼ 5 keV recoil energy) and therefore provided an excellent sensitivity to low mass WIMPs (<∼ 40 GeV).
These detectors have then been installed in the deep site Soudan facility (Minnesota), along with a second tower comprising 4 Si and 2 Ge ZIPs. In this deep-underground site, the muon flux is attenuated by a factor ∼ 10000 compared to that of SUF. The analysis of a first data sample of ∼ 20 kg × day has led, using a blind analysis based on high statistics control data samples, to the best present sensitivity for all WIMP mass compatible with accelerator constraints [82] .
Additional data takings by the CDMS-II experiment in Soudan using 5 towers of ZIP detectors, totalling ∼ 3.5 kg Ge and ∼ 1.5 kg Si, are expected to further improve the sensitivity to WIMP interactions by one order of magnitude.
Thin film sensors in the metal-insulator transition
Neutron Transmuted Doped (NTD) sensors represent an aberration for an ultra-low background experiment since these sensors are made from germanium exposed in a nuclear reactor to fast neutrons, which generate radioactive contaminants (such as 68 Ge, or the relatively long-lived 60 Co, and the ubiquitous tritium, with its low-energy beta spectrum). The tritium can be removed from the NTD sensors by heating while the other radioactive contaminants can be identified with high precision, since they lead to electron recoils. Nevertheless, it can be expected that a small fraction of these low energy interactions will leak into the signal nuclear recoil band where the WIMP signal is expected.
Thin film sensors, with a lower mass per sensor, and using ultrapure elements, present a more controllable radioactivity. High impedance thin film sensors in the metal-insulator transition (MIT) constitute an alternative to NTD sensors, and already present excellent (∼ 1 keV FWHM) energy resolution in the thermal regime [83] . Comparable to NTD sensors in terms of sensitivity, these film sensors may benefit in the future from large-scale production, with a manufacturing process allowing them to be deposited on a detector surface by co-evaporation under electron beam heating, without radioactive contaminants, and without the delicate manual intervention required by NTD sensors.
Thin film sensors in the MIT can be used in large surface sensors, trapping efficiently energetic phonons. Their heat capacity, for a film thickness in the 100 nm range, remains comparable to that of massive dielectric crystals in the 10 mK range. But obviously, the total volume must remain small, below typically 1 mm 3 to a few mm 3 . Another important feature of the thin MIT film sensors is, similarly to ZIP sensors, their ability to distinguish surface from volume interactions [83] . The different pulse shape for surface events in thin film sensors, with an additional fast component, appears to be due to an efficient trapping of outof-equilibrium phonons, and correspondingly to a large fast athermal signal for interactions close to the thin film sensor. Although allowing a rejection of surface interactions, this effect does not lead to a real 3-D position determination.
Using this technique, EDELWEISS has studied thin Nb x Si 1−x films which show large differences in pulseshape depending on interaction depth, with a sensitivity to surface interactions down to a depth of 0.5-1 mm [83] . However, like in ZIP detectors, a real determination of the z-coordinate in the detector is not yet available. The use of at least four thin film sensors covering a large fraction of the crystal surface might allow such a real 3-D position reconstruction by analysis of the relative fast vs. thermal amplitudes on each sensor.
Charge regeneration
For all types of charge-phonon detectors, it was found extremely important to avoid the formation of space charge in semiconductor detectors, which could reduce, or even cancel completely, the electric field inside the detector. In the non-equilibrium state of semiconductor detectors under a bias voltage at very low temperatures, a fraction of charge carriers produced in particle interactions may be trapped on acceptor and donor impurities present in the crystal. If a net charge density is created in this process, there exists a critical charge density above which the electric field inside the detector is cancelled on a particular separating surface, creating a virtual electrode inside the detector. If further charge trapping occurs, the region of zero (or strongly reduced) electric field will grow, separated from the active volume of the detector by this (moving) virtual electrode.
For this reason, it was found necessary to periodically regenerate the detectors either by illumination by LEDs, and/or by irradiation by radioactive sources (usually 137 Cs or 60 Co γ-ray sources). The presence of virtual electrodes inside the detectors, delimiting a region of zero internal field, where charges created during an interaction will not drift and therefore not produce any ionization signal, can be controlled by periodic calibration runs.
Free germanium and silicon surfaces (without metal electrodes) also represent sites where charge carriers can be trapped efficiently and lead to the construction of regions with degraded fields and charge collection properties in the detector. The controlled degradation of the charge state of the CDMS and EDELWEISS detectors has been studied by the Stanford and Orsay groups, respectively [97, 98, 99] .
The use of amorphous Ge and Si underlayers, associated with periodic charge regeneration procedures, has reduced to a large extent the problem of surface events in charge-phonon detectors. Rejection factors of the γ-ray background at a > 99.99 % level have for example been obtained in the CDMS and EDELWEISS experiments in germanium detectors with both types of amorphous underlayers (Fig. 10) . Similarly, the ZIP detectors developed in the CDMS experiment benefit from amorphous silicon underlayers. 
Developments and perspectives
Although not strictly necessary, a real 3-D determination of the interaction position in the detector would allow both a rejection of surface events and a much more precise control of the radioactive contaminants in the vicinity of the (a priori extremely pure) semiconductor detectors. But the strongest motivation for a precise determination of the interaction position is the identification of heavy nuclear recoils from radon disintegration products at the surface of the detectors, or from materials facing them (see section "Event categories").
In future developments, the CDMS experiment intends to develop detectors with phonon sensors on both surfaces, in order to achieve this full 3-D position determination. For germanium detectors, where the speed of sound is lower than in silicon, massive detectors in the few hundred gram range may provide time arrival differences between the two sets of phonon sensors allowing a measurement of the interaction depth in the detector. Combined with the surface position determination already achieved in ZIPs, this would allow, at least at energies larger than a few tens of keV, a complete 3-D determination of the interaction profile. However, the time difference required to reconstruct the axial coordinate in the detector -a few microseconds-appears difficult to be obtained at low energies, where most of the WIMP interactions are expected.
The determination of the interaction depth using the charge signal has been realized by the Orsay group [100] for charge signal amplitudes >∼ 50 keV electron equivalent (e.e.). But the signal/noise ratio is not sufficient to allow a precise position determination below ∼ 30 keV e.e. On the other hand, since a real 3-D position determination of the interaction is possible at higher energies, this feature could be used to discriminate signal from background events in future double-beta decay experiments [101] . Additionally, the position reconstruction of interactions would lead to a better understanding of the radioactive contaminants present in key components of the next generation of WIMP detectors: sensors, cables, etc. Fig. 11 illustrates the present 2-D position reconstruction of the ZIP detectors developed in CDMS-II.
Due to the difficulty to develop Si detectors with purity levels as high as in germanium, the EDELWEISS experiment has chosen to use only germanium detectors. The contamination of nuclear recoil events by neutron interactions is then estimated by the coincidence rate between different detectors. Proportions of multiple interactions are still difficult to predict with precision, due to the systematic uncertainties in neutron simulations, but the quality of predictions gradually improves with high statistics neutron calibrations realized by the CDMS and EDELWEISS experiments. Future extended data takings in deep underground sites will allow to test and compare both neutron identification strategies.
In conclusion, despite the problem of incomplete charge collection for surface events, charge-phonon detectors are still far from being limited by Fig. 11 . Two-dimensional position reconstruction capability of a ZIP detector of the CDMS experiment. The relative amplitudes detected by four phonons sensors are used to recover the x-y coordinates of an interaction in the detector. A series of radioactive point sources have been used to illuminate the detector and their contributions can be easily separated. Fig. 12 . Drawing of the EDELWEISS-II detector set-up. Up to 120 Ge detectors of mass 320 g can be accommodated in a compact hexagonal arrangement at 10 mK. The lower plate, made of ultra-pure archeological lead, shields the detectors from the radioactivity of the dilution cryostat (not shown) systematic uncertainties. They benefit from excellent crystal purities and energy resolution, allowing a precise comprehension of the background structure down to an energy of a few keV relevant for WIMP interactions. With present technology, it seems reasonable to assume that a 10 −8 picobarn sensitivity can be reached with cryogenic detector mass in the 50 kg range and a few years of exposure.
In the near future, both the CDMS-II and EDELWEISS-II experiments will greatly increase their low background exposures using detectors sets of total mass in the ∼ 10-30 kg range. These extended data takings will help define the improvements required to go beyond the sensitivity goal of this second generation of discriminating experiments.
Event categories
It is tempting, but incorrect, to consider that the problem of discriminating the alpha, gamma-ray and beta-induced radioactivity from WIMP-and neutron-induced nuclear recoil interactions is reduced to the problem of fitting two distributions, the distribution of nuclear recoils and the distribution of electron recoils. When the overlap between the distributions is limited, as in cryogenic detectors, or when no background subtraction is realized, the danger is limited, but when the discrimination capabilities are insufficient to clearly separate the nuclear and electron populations, at low energies or for intrinsic reasons, the sensitivity derived from a two-parameter adjustment of the spectrum observed in low-background data might be at considerable variance from the real populations.
Even for single element targets, such as germanium or xenon, the experimentalist is confronted not only to the separation of electron recoils and germanium or xenon recoils but to several other populations. In particular, as noted previously, it is necessary to consider the heavy nuclear recoils from implantation of radon daughter nuclei, or from the U/Th disintegration chains originating from either the crystals or the surrounding materials. For instance, the α-disintegration of 210 Po into the reaction:
210 Po → 206 Pb + α will obviously induce polonium recoils. Conservation of energy-momentum in the α-disintegration shows that these heavy nuclear recoils have an energy equal to ∼ 103 keV for this particular reaction, and ranging from ∼ 70 keV to ∼ 110 keV for most other alpha disintegrations. These recoils can only be distinguished from WIMP interactions by detectors with excellent energy resolution and discrimination capabilities. Yet another population must be taken into account with alpha tracks escaping the detector in the direction opposite to heavy nuclei. These alpha tracks have a quenching factor usually intermediate between electron recoils and heavy nuclear recoils for the same deposited energy. The energy released in the detector by the alpha particle depends on the implantation depth and the angle of emission with respect to the normal of the detector surface. It ranges from zero to the full alpha energy, leading to a continuous spectrum. Alpha tails, associated with alpha particles escaping from materials surrounding the detectors, such as copper supporting structures, provide yet another population since these stopping alpha particles have a much lower velocity and ionization power than the alpha particles leaving the detector after a few keV of energy loss. This is presently the most important background experienced by the CUORICINO experiment in its search for double-beta decay interactions.
Until now, we discussed the simple case of targets with a single nucleus (e.g. Ge, Xe, Ar). For targets containing several nuclei, the different responses of each participating nucleus must be taken into account. For example, in NaI targets, sodium and iodine recoils lead to rather different quenching factors, ∼ 1/3 for Na recoils and ∼ 1/12 for iodine recoils, complicating the interpretation of the observed energy spectrum. The situation is similar for bismuth germanate (BGO) and calcium tungstate (CaWO 4 ) targets, where the detector response must be calibrated for each individual nucleus.
It results from this discussion that important systematic errors will result from the usual assumption of the existence of only two populations of electron and nuclear recoils. This is particularly true for experiments, using e.g. NaI and liquid xenon detectors, deriving their sensitivity limits after important background subtraction and with energy resolutions >∼ 100 % at the low energies relevant to WIMP interactions. The fact that the DAMA experiment has never reported the observation of the additional populations observed in the UKDMC [102] and the Saclay NaI experiments [48] with a subset of the crystals used by the DAMA group, illustrates the systematic uncertainties of this experiment.
Light-phonon detectors
Introduction
Detectors able to detect simultaneously light and phonon signals provide another powerful technique to distinguish a WIMP signal from the various components of the radioactive background. After initial developments at MeV energies [103, 104] , two experiments, CRESST [64, 65] and ROSEBUD [105] , are presently testing the phonon-scintillation discrimination scheme. Similarly to the charge-phonon detectors, the light output per unit energy is significantly different for nuclear and electron recoils. The ratio between the total energy, measured by the phonon signal, and the energy of the photons emitted in the interaction is then used to discriminate the nuclear and electron recoil interactions.
Various dielectric crystals have been tested by the CRESST and ROSE-BUD experiments and have been shown to be luminescent at low tempera-tures with scintillation time constants less than a few millisecond. The fraction of energy effectively detected in the form of light is ∼ 1 % for the best scintillators, which should be compared to the ∼ 10-20 % fraction of energy converted into ionization in Ge and Si monocrystals. The existence of a variety of materials scintillating at very low temperatures has the important consequence that nuclear elements other than germanium and silicon can be considered as targets for WIMP interactions, which might prove essential to ascertain the existence of potential WIMP candidates. Another important characteristic of the light-phonon detectors is the absence, at the present level of study, of any significant surface effects for electron recoil interactions, such as observed in charge-phonon surface interactions, where charge is badly collected. On the other hand, heavy nuclear recoils from radon disintegration products may represent an important background for these detectors since they are nearly indistinguishable from recoils of the heavier nuclei in the crystal itself (e.g. tungsten in CaWO 4 crystals, or bismuth in BGO crystals).
Schematics of a light-phonon detector
At the millikelvin temperatures required by the operation of massive phonon detectors, the use of conventional photodetectors is prohibited by their dissipation. The photon detector is therefore realized by a calorimeter with very small heat capacity, usually a very thin crystal wafer covered with a film absorber. The heat capacity of the light detector is minimized to allow the detection of the small number of photons emitted during the particle interaction and finally absorbed in the photon calorimeter. It should be noted that for a 1 keV electron recoil, only a few tens of photons are emitted, and that this number is further reduced by the quenching factor for a nuclear recoil and by the light collection efficiency.
This quenching factor was measured to be Q ≈ 1/7.4 for oxygen recoils, and room-temperature measurements have established that tungsten nuclear recoils lead to quenching factors of ≈ 40. Therefore, while oxygen recoils give rise to observable light signals down to ≈ 10 keV, tungsten recoils usually lead to very small light signals, compatible with noise over most of the WIMP recoil energy interval. Fig. 13 shows the principle of operation of a light-phonon detector developed in the ROSEBUD experiment [105] . This detector is constituted by a massive BGO (bismuth germanate) absorber facing a thin germanium wafer, 50-100 micron thick. To optimize light collection, both light and phonon detectors are placed inside a reflecting enclosure made of silvered copper. The temperature increase of the BGO crystal and the light detector are both measured by the impedance variation of a NTD (Neutron Transmuted Doped) sensor.
The detectors developed by the CRESST experiment are based on a similar principle, using a CaWO 4 massive detector facing the light detector constituted by a 30 × 30 × 0.4 mm 2 silicon wafer. The main difference lies in the sensor technology: instead of NTD sensors, TES (Transition Edge Sensors) made of tungsten are used to measure the temperature increase of both the phonon and light channels of the detector. The detectors are operated at a temperature of ≈ 10 mK, in the middle of the superconducting to normal conducting state of the tungsten sensor. Sensors constituted by Ir/Au bilayers have also been realized and present similar but somewhat lesser sensitivities. TES sensors benefit presently from a better sensitivity than NTD sensors.
Discussion
For dielectric materials with reasonable Debye temperatures, the measurement of the phonon signal, i.e. of the major part of the total energy deposited in a particle interaction, has already been realized on massive detectors in the several hundred gram range such as CaWO 4 , BGO or TeO 2 . Energy thresholds of a few keV are now routinely achieved on such massive detectors by several groups.
Detection of the light signal appears more challenging as it requires several constraints on the target crystal. The scintillation efficiency must be sufficiently large for the light signal to emerge from the thermal noise. Moreover, the high energy cost of a single photon has for consequence that only a small fraction of the energy of a particle interaction is converted into photons for low-energy nuclear recoils. The crystal must then have a good transparency at the fluoresced wavelength to ensure a homogeneous signal response within the detector. Also, crystals must be selected that present relatively fast scintillation time constants at very low temperatures, although this constraint is partially attenuated by the relative sluggishness of the thermal detectors, with thermal relaxation times usually in the millisecond range. In addition, the quenching factor -here the scintillation efficiency for a nuclear recoil compared to electron recoils of the same energy-must be sufficiently different from unity to provide a clear identification of nuclear recoils down to low energies, but sufficient for light and phonon signals to be detectable for nuclear recoil events.
Only a few tens of photons are emitted in a 1 keV electron recoil in a CaWO 4 or a BGO crystal. This number is further reduced by the quenching factor when the interaction is due to a nuclear recoil. For CaWO 4 , the quenching factor is ∼ 1/7.4 for oxygen recoils, and the number of photons per keV of recoil energy is limited to a few units per keV. The scintillation quenching factor is presently not measured for germanium and bismuth recoils in BGO, but phenomenological models lead to expect quenching factors for these nuclei significantly smaller than for oxygen recoils. A neutron beam test facility to measure quenching factors using tagged mono-energetic neutron beams has been developed by the CRESST and EDELWEISS experiments [106] . This facility is a fundamental tool to calibrate detector responses to electron and nuclear recoils.
First results
Initial data takings by the CRESST-II experiment, using two CaWO 4 300 g detectors, exhibited a population of phonon-only events, for which the amplitude of the light signal was compatible with zero. The event rate, a few events per kg and per day, was a priori too high to be attributed to WIMP interactions, as it would contradict both the CDMS and EDELWEISS results, or to neutron interactions, predicted to be a factor ≈ 10 smaller. These events were therefore attributed to dissipative events related to stress on the detector crystals and were suppressed by replacing the teflon supports holding the crystal with copper-beryllium springs. Another improvement on the detectors was achieved by polishing the surface of the detectors to reduce the effect of total internal reflection and provide a better homogeneity of the light response and resolution. The phonon channel resolution at the 46.5 keV 210 Pb γ-ray peak is improved to ≈ 1 keV FWHM. Finally, a polymeric foil with very high reflectivity [107] (≈ 99% at 420 nm) was used to optimize the scintillation light collection.
Further data takings using the modified detectors showed a residual population of events compatible with oxygen nuclear recoils, with a small but non-zero light signal. The absence, for the CaWO 4 detector with the best resolution, of any phonon-only event between 20 keV and 40 keV shows that light-phonon detectors can be used to discriminate oxygen recoils from calcium and tungsten nuclear recoils, the latter recoil population providing negligible light emission. Presently limited by the neutron background, expected to induce a nuclear recoil event rate compatible with the observed rate, CRESST presents in its latest result [108] a sensitivity comparable to that of EDELWEISS. In its upgraded phase with a polyethylen neutron shield and a plastic scintillator muon veto, starting at the beginning of 2005, the CRESST-II experiment, using a total of 10 kg of CaWO 4 crystals, is expected to improve its sensitivity down to the level of a few 10 −8 picobarn. Fig. 14 shows the quenching factor distribution obtained by the simultaneous measurement of light and phonon signals for a CaWO 4 crystal irradiated by γ-ray and neutron sources. It can be seen that the separation of the two populations of electron recoils and oxygen recoils is excellent down to ∼ 15 keV recoil energy, sufficient in principle to detect a significant fraction of WIMP interactions with mass compatible with accelerator constraints. However, it should be noted that only oxygen recoils are observed in Fig. 14 , while most of the WIMP-nucleon interaction cross-section will be, at least for a scalar coupling, associated with the heavier tungsten and calcium nuclei (respectively germanium and bismuth for BGO). With the sensitivities currently reached by the present CRESST detectors, interactions on these heavier nuclei would lead to a light signal hardly emerging from thermal noise.
For this reason, the number of phonon-only events, associated with spurious heating of the detector due, for example, to micro-fractures in the crystals, dissipation associated with vibrations in its supporting structure, or electromagnetic spurious heating, must be reduced to a negligible level in order to compete with the cryogenic charge-phonon experiments. Phonon-only events have been observed by the CDMS-I and EDELWEISS-I experiments, using germanium detectors, and in a first version of the CRESST experiment, using sapphire detectors. These phonon-only events are not expected to represent a problem for charge-phonon detectors down to sensitivities < 10 −8 picobarn since it is possible for these experiments to reject events lacking a simultaneous ionization signal. In addition, for the new generation of ZIP [79] detectors used in the CDMS-II experiment, these phonon-only events will a priori not be detected since only phonons with an individual energy sufficient to break Cooper pairs of the Al fins, well above the detector temperature of ∼ 20 mK, are detected.
Clearly, the light-phonon technique is still in development and further improvements on light collection and sensitivity to WIMP interactions are expected over the next few years.
Conclusions
The present performances of light-phonon detectors offer an excellent discrimination between electron and nuclear recoils, a key feature for WIMP detection. On the other hand, for all scintillators at low temperatures presently tested, the small quenching factor for light emission by heavy nuclear recoils (such as bismuth in BGO, or tungsten in CaWO 4 ) leads to a challenging light detection for these nuclei, which represent a very large fraction of the crosssection for spin-independent WIMP interactions. At present, the fact that the signal amplitude of the light channel is still compatible for these nuclei with thermal noise imposes to accept dissipative ("phonon only") events as WIMP interaction candidates. The number of these events must obviously be kept negligible. Also, heavy nuclear recoils from radon disintegration products will be indistinguishable from WIMP-induced heavy nuclear recoils in the target crystal. To fight this dangerous background, CRESST has used scintillating coatings of the light reflectors to detect the associated alpha particle escaping the detector. Using this veto scheme, CRESST-II is able to reject a large fraction (∼ 80%) of these radon-induced nuclear recoils.
Despite these constraints, the present sensitivity of the CRESST-II experiment is already at the level of the CDMS and EDELWEISS sensitivities, while still mostly limited by its neutron background. Therefore, it appears extremely important to pursue this line of development since further improvements in the light collection efficiency might lead to the possibility to detect the light signal of higher mass nuclei. Also, some presently untested scintillators may be found to present a more favorable light yield for nuclear recoils. Solving the present difficulties of this detection scheme will allow using additional target materials, an essential feature to ascertain the WIMP origin of a signal.
Other cryogenic detectors
MACHe3 :
3 He, the purest of all materials
Germanium and silicon monocrystals benefit from extremely low levels of impurities. In detector quality crystals, the difference in acceptor and donor impurities can be as low as a few 10 9 per cm 3 , and the concentration of radioactive impurities is much lower than this already impressively small number, assuming the cosmogenic production of radioactive isotopes has been limited. But superfluid helium-3 and helium-4 surpass these semiconductor materials, with an impurity concentration practically reduced to zero. At subkelvin temperatures for superfluid 4 He, and below 1 millikelvin for 3 He, essentially no impurities can remain in a stable way within these liquids: they just sink at the bottom of the helium container (or float for electrons and hydrogen). At a temperature of 100 µK, not even a single atom of the chemical twin 4 He is able to remain diluted at equilibrium in a kilogram of superfluid 3 He! This extreme purity has been a motivation for proposing a dark matter detector where the temporary intrusion of an external particle creates quasiparticles which are detected by the attenuation of a vibrating wire inside the liquid. Energy thresholds of a few keV have already been achieved with small 3 He samples, and a multicell detector has been proposed [109, 110] . Two drawbacks, however, are reducing the attractiveness of this elegant detector: the cost of 3 He is of the order of 1000 euros per gram, and there is no discrimination proposed against the very low energy X-ray background which may mimic WIMP interactions. Present event rates per unit mass and time are several orders of magnitude higher than the rates reached by the CDMS, CRESST and EDELWEISS experiments.
ORPHEUS: superconducting superheated granules
The ORPHEUS experiment, located in a shallow underground laboratory in Bern (Switzerland), has developed a digital cryogenic detector, using superconducting tin granules in a metastable state [111, 112] . At very low temperatures, deposition of a few keV of energy is able to trigger a transition from the superconducting to the normal state for individual tin granules with diameters of 28 µm and 36 µm. The detection of the transition of a single grain is made possible by measuring the magnetic flux change induced by the disappearance of the Meissner effect, expelling magnetic field lines from a superconductor. The digital character of this detector is then related to the fact that the magnetic field change in a single granule transition is only related to the transition itself and largely independent of the deposited energy.
A total mass of 450 g of tin granules set in 56 × 8g modules at a temperature of ∼ 115 mK has been used in the ORPHEUS experiment. It should be noted that diamagnetic interactions between the individual granules impose a reduced filling factor for this detector: tin granules are mixed with teflon powder to reduce these interactions and ∼ 10% of the total mass of a module is active in the present stage of the experiment. This parameter is particularly important as it directly relates to the possibility of rejecting an important fraction of the Compton gamma-ray background, expected to produce a large fraction of multiple site energy depositions.
Preliminary results have been presented by ORPHEUS [113] , showing background event rates in the 2 ×10 3 events/kg/day range, with only a limited fraction of background events rejected by the multiplicity of grain transitions. Although in principle the background energy spectrum of this detector can be determined by varying the temperature and magnetic field, inhomogeneities in individual grain response and diamagnetic interactions make a precise determination of the background spectrum unlikely. The present sensitivity of the ORPHEUS experiment to scalar WIMP interactions is ∼ 5×10 −1 picobarn, and therefore ∼ 4 orders of magnitude above that of the discriminating cryogenic experiments.
The Tokyo LiF bolometer experiment
The Tokyo group [72, 114] has used lithium fluoride bolometers at a temperature of ∼ 10 mK to take advantage of the excellent axial WIMP-nucleon cross-sections of the fluoride nucleus [115] and, to a lesser extent, of the lithium nucleus. After an initial experiment in a shallow laboratory, close to surface, which used a set of 8 × 21 g LiF detectors [72] , a second experiment was performed in the Kamiokande underground laboratory to benefit from the reduced cosmic-ray induced background [114] . Surprisingly enough, the Kamiokande measurements have not led until now to improvements in background performances and the sensitivity reached by the Tokyo LiF detectors still falls short by nearly three orders of magnitude of the sensitivity required to sample the most optimistic SUSY models. While this experiment provides an illustration of the fact that a large variety of target materials can be used in bolometers, it also confirms that most of these detectors, lacking background discrimination capabilities, are unable to provide sensitivities comparable to indirect detection experiments such as Superkamiokande [116] and Amanda [117] . These experiments, searching for high-energy neutrinos from the core of the Sun, provide much more stringent constraints for spin-dependent WIMP-nucleon couplings than those obtained by these non-discriminating experiments [118] .
Recently, the ROSEBUD experiment has shown that LiF crystals emit light under particle interactions, and offer the possibility to distinguish electron recoils from alpha particle and nuclear recoil interactions by their different light/phonon ratio [119] . However, the light yield in these interactions appears until now too limited to be used to efficiently discriminate low energy nuclear recoils from the gamma-ray background. Still, this development could lead to use LiF bolometers as sensitive neutron detectors. Fig. 15 . Photograph of a detector subset of the GENIUS-TF (Test Facility) experiment, comprising 14 Ge detectors, with a total active mass of ∼40 kg. These naked detectors, with minimal material other than germanium, are operated in liquid nitrogen, which can be continuously recirculated and purified. This experiment, dedicated in its first stage to Dark Matter search, is presently in operation in the Gran Sasso underground laboratory
Detecting the recoil direction
Assuming a non-rotating halo relative to the galaxy, WIMPs will exhibit a strong anisotropy with respect to the laboratory frame, rotating with a daily period and reflected in nuclear recoil directions induced within a detector [38] . Therefore, several groups [120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128] have addressed the challenging experimental question of determining the recoil direction under a WIMP interaction in order to use this strong directional signature. Compared to the annual modulation signature, which presents at best a modulated amplitude of 7%, the recoil direction, at least for nuclei with a mass comparable to that of the incident WIMP, might present much larger anisotropies, of the order of 50 %. In addition, the directional signature will increase with the recoil energy and is therefore much less sensitive to threshold effects than the annual modulation technique. The difficulty lies of course in the possibility to reconstruct the recoil direction in an interaction of a few tens of keV at most. For such small deposited energies, the nucleus typically recoils by submicron sized distances in usual solid state detectors. To keep track of the anisotropy information of these low energy interactions, an original method has been proposed in the context of the HERON project [122] for real-time solar neutrino detection. In the remarkably homogeneous medium of superfluid helium, a local deposition of energy with a high density will create an opaque roton cylinder around the track. Due to Lambert's law, the resulting roton emission is then anisotropic and can be correlated to the incident particle direction [123] . However, this beautiful experiment has only been demonstrated with alpha, gamma and electron sources with energies larger than 300 keV, and appears to be inoperative at the much smaller recoil energies characteristic of WIMP interactions.
Therefore, at present, the most promising technique to identify the recoil direction under a WIMP interaction is under development in the context of the DRIFT (Directional Recoil Identification From Tracks) project [127, 128] , at room temperature, using low density gas targets such as CS 2 .
Towards ton-scale Dark Matter experiments
The best sensitivity to WIMP interactions is presently obtained by the CDMS experiment [82] , using four Ge detectors of total mass 1 kg and fiducial mass ∼ 0.5 kg. It corresponds to a maximum sensitivity of ∼ 4 10 −7 picobarn, assuming standard halo parameters. The CRESST [129] and EDELWEISS [55, 130] experiments provide similar, although somewhat lesser sensitivities. Although some of the most optimistic SUSY models are tested by these experiments, models favored by SUSY theorists correspond to cross-sections <∼ 6 ×10 −8
picobarn, requiring one order of magnitude increase in sensitivity to be tested. A first part of these models is expected to be sampled by the next generation of cryogenic experiments, such as CDMS-II, CRESST-II and EDELWEISS-II, using target masses in the 10 to 35 kg range.
Reaching a sensitivity to WIMP cross-sections in the 10 −10 picobarn range, allowing to test a much larger fraction of SUSY models, requires tonscale targets: a cross-section of 10 −10 picobarn would provide ∼ 10 events per ton and per year for germanium and xenon targets, assuming full detection efficiency above 15 keV recoil energy. Naively, a larger number of events would be expected for heavier nuclear targets such as xenon, iodine or tungsten than for germanium, but the loss of coherence at energy transfers larger than a few tens of keV saturates the number of events as a function of the atomic number A of the target. Therefore, the above nuclear targets all provide similar WIMP event rates per unit of target mass. Reaching the 10 −10 picobarn grail will obviously be extremely difficult even for ton-scale experiments.
Ton-scale experiments without background discrimination
Three groups have proposed ton-scale Dark Matter experiments involving detectors with limited or no background discrimination. The DAMA/LIBRA and GENIUS-TF/GENIUS experiments use detectors at room temperature and liquid nitrogen temperatures respectively, while the CUORICINO/CUORE experiment is using cryogenic detectors at a temperature of ∼ 10 mK.
The DAMA/LIBRA experiment
The DAMA group, presently operating the LIBRA NaI detector with a total detector mass of 250 kg, has proposed to increase its sodium iodide detector mass to one ton [131] , with the objective to confirm its evidence for an annual modulation. However, the present systematic limitations of this experiment, which already accumulated an exposure of ∼ 100 ton × day, make it improbable that significant improvements in sensitivity will be reached using this technique.
The GENIUS-TF/GENIUS experiment
The GENIUS project [132] , mainly devoted to the study of double-beta decay, is proposing two stages with 1 ton and 10 tons of enriched 76 Ge detectors. This project has based its approach on the excellent purity of germanium crystals. The analysis of data accumulated over several years by the Heidelberg-Moscow experiment indicated that the most prominent contributions to the background originated from the copper structure surrounding the detectors. Therefore, GENIUS intends to reduce all detector materials other than germanium to a minimum, with a proposed shielding consisting of a 13 m diameter tank of liquid nitrogen, constantly recirculated. Prototype detectors have been operated successfully in liquid nitrogen with FETs deported at distances of up to several meters, with energy resolutions comparable or even exceeding those obtained with conventional detectors. According to the GENIUS proponents, the main limiting factors are therefore the radioactivity of all other materials than the germanium target. The internal radioactivity of germanium itself, resulting from cosmogenic activation, and most notably 68 Ge, is then the second most prominent background. The success of GE-NIUS requires that all materials other than liquid nitrogen and germanium (wiring, charge collection electrodes, etc.) are of limited mass and maintained radioactively ultrapure.
However, to reach the GENIUS target sensitivity of 2 × 10 −9 picobarn, the radioactive background at low energies must be reduced by more than three orders of magnitude compared to the best present background levels, reached by the IGEX and the Heidelberg-Moscow experiments after several years of development. This level of extrapolation requires an intermediate test, which is presently attempted with the GENIUS-TF facility [133] , using a total of 14 HPGe-detectors with a total active mass of ∼ 40 kg. The cosmogenic activation of 68 Ge and 71 Ge, and the ubiquitous presence of tritium also represent two particularly dangerous low energy backgrounds for the GENIUS project. Underground crystal fabrication is explored, as this would reduce the 68 Ge activation by one to two orders of magnitude (depending on the fabrication site and transport duration to the deep-underground experimental site). Also mainly aimed at the detection of double-beta decay, the MAJORANA project [134] will involve 500 kg of enriched 76 Ge and intends to test the existence of WIMPs down to cross-sections ∼ 10 −8 picobarn through the annual modulation signature.
The CUORICINO/CUORE experiment
The CUORICINO experiment [135] , test stage of the CUORE experiment [136] , is using a compact structure of 44 × 760 g and 18 × 340 g TeO 2 bolometric detectors, operated at T ∼ 10 mK, with a total target mass of ∼ 40 kg (Fig. 16) . The main scientific aim of the CUORICINO/CUORE experiment is, similarly to GENIUS, the observation of 0-ν double-beta decay. This experiment also aims at the observation of a WIMP signal through the challenging annual modulation signature [136, 137, 138] . The cosmogenic activation is not a problem here since radioactive isotopes of oxygen and tellurium are short-lived. The main problem encountered by the CUORICINO experiment appears to be related to U/Th contamination in the copper supporting structure, and to the surface implantation of heavy nuclear elements in crystals resulting from radon disintegration products. While an important part of this background is observed at MeV energies, these surface implantations lead in all experiments to a continuous background extending down to energies characteristic of WIMP interactions, through the escape of alpha tracks and by the low energy surface beta contaminations (from, e.g., 210 Bi and 210 Pb β-decays). Therefore, the techniques presently developed in the main non discriminating WIMP direct detection experiments require an extrapolation by more than three orders of magnitude in their background performances to reach their target sensitivities of a few 10 −9 picobarn.
Large-scale cryogenic discriminating experiments
A different strategy is proposed by the cryogenic experiments. The emphasis here is not so much on the radioactive purity, obviously still necessary, but on the quality of the discrimination between electron and nuclear recoils to identify a possible WIMP signal. During the next few years, the CDMS-II, CRESST-II and EDELWEISS-II second-generation experiments will each use a mass of detectors in the 10 kg range to test the various discrimination strategies (simultaneous measurement of fast phonons and charge, thermal phonons and light, or thermal phonons and charge) while already testing a significant part of the SUSY allowed models.
To reach the goal of a one-ton cryogenic experiment, cryogenics does not appear per se as the main challenge. In this respect, cooling down a 2.3 ton Al antenna at a temperature of 100 mK has already been achieved by the NAUTILUS cryogenic search for gravitational waves [139] , while in future years, the GRAIL project intends to develop a 150-ton gravitational antenna at a temperature of ∼ 10 mK [140] .
On the other hand, cryogenic experiments still have to demonstrate that they can reliably operate very large numbers of detectors. As mentioned previously, the CUORICINO experiment [135] is presently successfully operating a total of ∼ 40 kg of crystals, representing the present largest cryogenic experiment for dark matter and double beta decay search. In a few years, the recently approved CUORE project [136] intends to use a thousand 760 g TeO 2 crystal detectors at a temperature of 10 mK, almost reaching the one ton objective. Although the CUORE project, principally aimed at the neutrino mass measurement, will hardly be competitive with future dark matter searches due to its present lack of discrimination capabilities, this experiment shows that large numbers of detectors at very low temperatures can be considered and realized.
For such large-scale experiments, ease of fabrication and reliability represent two essential factors. In this respect, thin film and magnetic sensors might offer an elegant solution to the problems of reproducibility and channel multiplicity. Several groups [64, 94, 141, 142] have developed such MIT, TES and magnetic sensors with sensitivities comparable or even exceeding that of conventional thermal sensors such as Neutron Transmutation Doped sensors (NTDs), used in the CUORE and EDELWEISS experiments.
Strategy for ton-scale dark matter cryogenic experiments
Aside from the difficulty of integrating a thousand cryogenic detectors at temperatures in the 10 millikelvin range, ton-scale discriminating cryogenic experiments must address the identification of neutron background, which will mimic WIMP-induced nuclear recoils. In addition, an increase of the individual detector mass appears desirable, while maintaining an excellent energy resolution required by a particle identification on an event-by-event basis.
The neutron background
Three main neutron components are present in a deep underground laboratory, required to operate a Dark Matter direct detection experiment below the present sensitivity to WIMP interactions of ∼ 10 −6 picobarn reached by the CDMS, CRESST and EDELWEISS experiments.
The first component comes from the spontaneous fission of uranium and from spallation reactions in the rock and concrete walls of the underground laboratory shielding the experiment from the muon-induced background. For both fission and α-n reactions, neutrons are emitted at typical energies of a few MeV. For the best sites, neutron fluxes are of the order of 10 −6 neutrons/cm 2 /s. This neutron flux component can be efficiently reduced by several orders of magnitude, at levels corresponding to WIMP crosssections less than 10 −9 picobarn, by using typically 60 cm of low-Z shielding, such as polyethylene. The protection setup used by the CDMS-II experiment in the Soudan underground laboratory is shown in Fig. 17 . Without this protection, this neutron flux component has already been detected by discrimination experiments like EDELWEISS and CRESST, operating in deepunderground sites. It is presently the main background limiting the sensitivity of the first stage of the CRESST-II experiment, without neutron protection. Fig. 17 . Setup of the CDMS-II experiment in the Soudan underground laboratory (Minnesota). The cold box, made of ultrapure copper, is surrounded by a passive polyethylen shielding against neutrons from the rock and concrete. An external lead shield is used as a further protection against the gamma-ray background. In the Soudan laboratory, the muon flux is reduced by a factor ∼ 10 5 compared to ground level, but a muon veto (not shown on the photograph) is used to identify the remaining muons or showers crossing the detector setup A second neutron component is associated with the neutron production by muons crossing the copper and lead shieldings, used as gamma-ray protections but acting here as neutron multipliers. This neutron background can be effectively reduced to a negligible level by identifying and vetoing the muons crossing the protective setup around the detectors. The CDMS-II, CRESST-II and EDELWEISS-II cryogenic experiments are using plastic scintillator veto to identify muons and reject this fast neutron background. Different strategies are followed by EDELWEISS and CDMS in their control of muoninduced neutron background : in EDELWEISS, the polyethylene shielding is external to the low-radioactivity lead shielding, favoring the neutron production associated with muons close to the detectors, while the reverse solution has been chosen by CDMS. The higher muon flux in the Soudan underground laboratory, by a factor ∼ 40 compared to the Frejus underground laboratory, strongly constrains the solution chosen by the CDMS experiment, unless an extremely efficient muon veto is used.
Finally, even under the protection of thousands meters of water equivalent, high-energy muons with energies in the TeV range may lose in a catastrophic way a large fraction of their energy in a single deep-inelastic scattering interaction on a nucleus. Typically 10 % of the long range hadronic component is then carried away by several thousand neutrons, at very low shower densities, making this fast neutron background extremely difficult to detect. A large active scintillator shield, as used, for example, in the Borexino or the KARMEN neutrino experiment [143, 144] can strongly reduce this small but dangerous background.
Beyond these three neutron backgrounds, it is probably illusory to believe that it will be possible to reduce at a level below a few neutrons per year the internal neutron emission, by U/Th and alpha-n reactions, by a Dark Matter setup of total mass > 100 tons, and particularly of the ∼ 10 tons of various materials (cryostat, shielding, cabling, electronics) in the immediate vicinity of the detectors.
The residual neutron background can be efficiently monitored by studying the multiple scatter interactions in an array of densely packed detectors, since fission and spallation neutrons will suffer tens of scatterings before reaching energies of a ∼ 0.1 MeV, where their scatterings become undetectable. For example, the compact detector arrangement presently studied in the CUORICINO experiment (Fig. 16 ) involves a series of 760 g detectors in direct close view of each other. Similarly, EDELWEISS-II will be using up to ten planes with hexagonal paving of 12 Ge detectors. In the CUORE detector setup, the rejection factor by identification of multiple scatter neutron events for the 512 inner detectors will reach two orders of magnitude. Such a compact arrangement of detectors will be necessary to clearly identify the residual internal neutron background. Using such a multiple scattering strategy, the neutron background can probably be kept below the level of a few 10 −5 evt/kg/keV/day, corresponding to WIMP interaction cross-sections of ∼ 10 −10 picobarn. A different strategy has been used by the CDMS experiment, with interspersed germanium and silicon detectors to measure the neutron flux on two different target materials. For WIMPs with mass compatible with accelerator constraints and predominant scalar couplings, Ge is ∼ 10 times more sensitive per unit of mass than Si to WIMP interactions, and it is therefore expected that Si detectors will mainly detect the remaining fast neutron flux, at the expense of a reduction of the fiducial mass for WIMP detection.
Detector mass and resolution
Similarly to CUORE, which is using 760 g detectors, it appears important to increase the individual detector mass of discriminating experiments, presently in the 250-320 g range, to ∼ 1 kg. Going much beyond this mass will degrade the energy resolution, while the cost of individual crystals will increase rapidly. For example, it seems difficult at present to obtain high purity Ge crystals with diameter significantly larger than 100 mm. For a 1 kg detector, this corresponds to a thickness of ∼ 30 mm. Further increasing the thickness is possible, but will reduce the electric field used to collect charges in the crystal since the collecting voltage must not exceed a few volts due to the Neganov-Luke effect. With such 1-kg detectors, the energy resolution at WIMP interaction energies (a few keV) can be kept below 1 keV : EDEL-WEISS 320 g and CDMS 250 g Ge detectors have shown energy resolutions ∼ 300 eV. With the optimization of sensor parameters, energy resolutions better than 500 eV are expected for these 1 kg detectors. These performances should be compared to the energy resolution of present liquid xenon detectors, where a 100% energy resolution is only obtained at > 50 keV recoil energy (∼ 8 keV e.e.) Similarly, the CRESST and ROSEBUD experiments are developing detectors with individual mass in the 1-kg range with resolutions in the keV range, and the comprehension of the background structure at low energies appears as a key feature in favor of cryogenic experiments.
Conclusions
Three cryogenic experiments, CDMS, CRESST and EDELWEISS, presently provide the best sensitivity to WIMP interactions, one order of magnitude better than their present competitors and still far from being limited by systematic uncertainties. Despite the complexity of their operation, they provide a much better background control than other competing experiments, presently limited by much poorer energy resolutions and background discrimination performances. Obtained with small prototype detectors, in the few hundred gram range, these performances are susceptible to a further sensitivity increase of nearly two orders of magnitude during the next few years. Starting from the present sensitivity to cross-sections of ∼ 10 −6 picobarn, which probes a first region of optimistic SUSY models, the present techniques of charge-phonon and light-phonon detectors should allow to test SUSY models down to cross-sections of ∼ 10 −8 picobarn, a region of SUSY parameter space considered as more realistic by particle theorists [145] .
Cryogenic experiments at the 10-kg scale will start being operated early in 2005, but exploration of most of SUSY models will require reaching the fantastic sensitivity of ∼ 10 −10 picobarn. At this level, the integrated number of events in the relevant energy range is only a handful per ton of detector and per year. Therefore, based on existing technology, experiments in the 100 kg to 1 ton range are already designed in the EURECA (European Underground Rare Event search with Calorimeter Array) and SDMS projects, although new developments in background rejection will probably be required to reach the limit sensitivity of ton-scale experiments.
Particularly important, among the developments that might mark a further progress in discrimination performances, are the identification with high efficiency of surface events, and most notably heavy nuclear recoils associated with surface radon decay products. Light-phonon detectors, provided they are able to keep to a negligible level their dissipative ("phonon-only") events, which might otherwise be confused with heavy nuclear recoils, will provide an alternative set of nuclear targets, essential to finally identify a potential WIMP signal. For these three techniques, in order to reach the oneton scale at a reasonable cost, it will be important to increase the individual detector size to ∼ 1 kg. A full 3-D position determination of the interaction down to low energies would also allow to check the homogeneity of the WIMP candidates events together with the location of the remaining radioactivity, but this capability appears as a daunting technical development below ∼ 10-20 keV recoil energy.
Finally, developments realized for dark matter direct detection with cryogenic detectors may also be beneficial to other physics applications. In particular, charge-phonon detectors might allow to identify and reject the two main radioactive backgrounds of present double beta decay experiments: surface alpha interactions and Compton γ-ray interactions. Other applications are the observation of coherent neutrino scattering, which can be easily achieved in future neutrino factory beams with present charge-phonon and light-phonon detectors, a high sensitivity search for the neutrino magnetic moment, and possibly real-time solar neutrino detection using the ZIP position resolution in the several hundred keV range.
In the same way that CMB measurements are now almost impossible to imagine without the help of cryogenic detectors, direct detection WIMP searches, now led by three cryogenic experiments, together with low-energy particle detection will strongly benefit from the development of these detectors, with their outstanding energy resolution and background identification properties.
